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SAFETY



HydroElite systems by Hydroware
are in compliance with
 Current European standard EN81-2
inclusive of A3
 Upcoming European standard EN81-20/50
 Current Australian standard AS1735.3.
This group compliance increases passengers
safety especially in the area of Unintended
Movement Control. A few times a day when
the lift is idle, the controller is checking if each
valve individually can hold the car in a position
on its own.
The complete system operation and compliance
is tested and certiﬁed by the German TUV.
The levelling accuracy of 1-2mm together with
the Unintended Movement Control and other
safety features reduces the risk of litigation.
Along with the many outstanding features,
HydroElite systems are providing highest level
of passengers safety available on the market
today.
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7. Connectÿ wireÿ
atÿ P204:5,ÿ seeÿ
clauseÿ 2.
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